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SUSAN BROWNING — TRIBUTE 

Statement 

HON PETER COLLIER (North Metropolitan) [9.55 pm]: On 4 March 2022, the ABC lost one of their most 
distinguished news announcers. She was an extraordinary woman, and also my treasured friend. Her name is 
Susan Browning, and this is part of the eulogy that I delivered at her funeral last week. 

While today is an opportunity to celebrate the life of Susan, I begin by offering my sincere thoughts and love to 
Marie and Roy, Cally, Anne, Jenny and Libby, and Susan’s extended family. My contribution today on my lifelong 
friend Susan surrounds a wonderful period of her life. It surrounds the magnificent community of Kalgoorlie and 
also university life in the incomparable era simply and yet affectionately referred to as the 60s and 70s. My words 
will attempt to capture that period in time to offer an insight into the early years of Susan’s life and also the lives 
of those around her. I speak on behalf of everyone who shared those wonderful years.  

Having been born in Perth, for the most part Susan’s childhood and adolescence were lived in Kalgoorlie. She lived 
a charmed life in weatherboard and corrugated iron roof homes in Campbell Street, and then in Piccadilly Street 
with her parents, Roy and Marie, and sisters Cally, Anne, Jenny and Libby, apart from a year in England in 1970. 
When the Brownings arrived in Kalgoorlie in 1966, Susan commenced year 2 at North Kalgoorlie Primary School. 
Coincidently, I lived a few blocks away in a very similar weatherboard and corrugated iron roof home next to my 
parents’ corner store in Ward Street. I also attended North Kalgoorlie Primary School year 2 in 1966, and thus 
began a beautiful friendship. 

North Kal was a wonderful school in all respects. It was a time when the curriculum was ferociously norm-referenced, 
standards were unambiguously defined and adhered to, values were constantly impressed upon us, and life was 
completely uncomplicated. It was a time when we rode our bikes to school and walked to the Cremorne or 
Majestic Cinemas or the Twin City or Viewway drive-ins. It was a time when we played a multitude of sports, 
and winning was important. It was a time when Hannan Street was the sole shopping precinct, resplendent with 
Hicks, Hamilton’s and Montgomery’s. It was a time when the only fast food was fish and chips. It was a time of 
Choc Wedges, Wagon Wheels and Mexi Cola. 

It was a time of Mr Hayes and Mrs Isbister and Mr Robinson. It was a time of Peta Linto, Sue’s bestie for life, 
and Gillian Burkett, Heather Brown, Ian Macliver, Mark McCulloch, Lyn Pope, Gail Barrett, Gina Isbister, 
Yvonne Armstrong, Brett Foster, John Langford, Norm Sharp and Michael Willoughby just to name a few. It 
was a time when all that really mattered was our family and friends. It was a time when the seeds of a treasured 
friendship with Susan Browning were sown for all of us. Life was good. 

The beginning of the 1970s brought an end to our primary school days and we all made the significant transition 
to Eastern Goldfields Senior High School, or EG. While the confines of our beloved North Kal, or the numerous other 
primary schools in Kal, offered a degree of security that we relished, the magnitude of EG offered a plethora of 
additional opportunities, not least being a wide circle of new friends. Of course we had the inconvenience of elevated 
academic expectations, most prominently bestowed upon us with the introduction of the Achievement Certificate, 
whereby we were categorised as advanced, intermediate or basic level—not a discriminatory label in sight! 
The wonderful annual musicals Oliver!, The White Horse Inn, The Pirates of Penzance and Fiddler on the Roof 
were an added dimension for us. Roy produced all of them. They were another unique opportunity to spend time 
with our friends. 
In our final two years at EG, we moved to the new brick and tile high school in South Kal. We actually had air 
conditioning and a gymnasium, and we even had a grassed oval, just to name a few of the “luxuries”. We had 
Literature with Miss Prime, History with Mr Terry and Maths with Mr Martin, and Roy Browning was our deputy 
principal. I might say that the supervising staff who took us to Country Week in year 12 probably pushed the 
boundaries of responsible “pastoral care” somewhat when they took us to Dirty Dicks for our special night out. 
Our school ball was at Kalgoorlie Town Hall, and the band was Bryan Dennis and the Country Club. Dennis used 
the fame from his appearance at the 1976 leavers’ ball by evolving into Kevin Bloody Wilson. So if you ever 
wonder where Susan and I or any of our peers inherited our occasional “choice” language, blame him! 
We all completed our graduating exams—the tertiary admissions exam—at the Kalgoorlie Civic Centre in 
November 1976. Our “afters” was a party at the Pascoe’s and then we all drove to the Viewway Drive-in to watch 
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest. We were all there, of course—all of the North Kalgoorlie crew plus the interlopers: 
Rhonda Bassett, our head girl; Graeme Pascoe, our head boy; Linley Liddicoat; Deb Fletcher; Shane Nicholson; 
Paul Tonkin; Gayle Sheed; Ben Barnes; and dozens of others. Almost without warning, we had completed school 
and needed to contemplate life beyond compulsory education. A number of our cohort did what was expected and 
chose to secure jobs in Kal. However, the 1976 leavers were unique in that many more than usual made the conscious 
and bold decision to move to the big smoke—to uproot and seek new opportunities in Perth. For all of us, the move 
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to Perth was met with a combination of both excitement and trepidation—it was the end of certainty. Having said 
that, we were all delighted when the postman arrived in mid-January 1977 with our TAE results and pretty much 
unanimously informed us that the world was our oyster—we had been accepted into our preferred courses of study. 
Susan and I both chose further study at the University of Western Australia. We both boarded at St Columba 
Residential College, along with our good friend Rhonda Bassett, and our collective bond grew stronger. It was an 
extraordinary period in our lives. Tertiary study provided new opportunities to learn, grow and achieve. In addition, 
the tertiary lifestyle provided a plethora of new friendship bonds with Sandy Keay, Marian Young, Mirium Angus, 
Phil Grant, Glenn Patterson, Miles Dracup, Paul Fitzpatrick, Neil Jilley and many more. Having said that, we also 
had the undeniable security of our Kal group, which was spread widely throughout numerous residential colleges 
at UWA and the Western Australian Institute of Technology, which is now Curtin University. Peta Linto was 
pretty much a de facto St Columbian! Uni and college life were exceptional. 
We had Rotto, Greasies, Steves, dinner dances, flagons and the tavern. On Friday nights, we slept at the front of 
the Entertainment Centre to secure tickets for front-row seats to Elton John, Billy Joel, Fleetwood Mac or any of 
the plethora of other artists who swamped Perth in the 70s, which was when artists wrote good music. We caught 
the 72 bus to Cottesloe Beach or into the city. We had the Cinecentre and, of course, we had a much more elevated 
expectation with study. There were no gap years and no part-time units. The expectation was quite precise. The 
window known as “opportunity” was restricted to a degree at best, honours at most, and then it was time to get 
a job. So as the 70s appeared to rush to an unwanted end, the circle to our preparation for employment and adulthood 
was almost complete. Those years were just so special; Whitlam and Fraser were our Prime Ministers; Rumours 
and Hotel California were our albums; and The Deer Hunter and Rocky were our movies. We lived in the 70s with 
the Skyhooks—the 70s were our decade. They were good days, they were uncomplicated days, and they were days 
when “consequences” was nothing more than a noun because we had our family and we had our friends. I simply 
cannot imagine those wonderful years without Susan. We all experienced our childhood and adolescence with her 
and she most definitely added value to our lives. 
We all have our own unique and treasured memories of our lives with Susan, each one combined to create 
a wonderful tapestry in the life of her magnificent and yet complex world. Personally, I am devastated about the 
loss of my extraordinary friend. Susan has been an essential component of my entire life. Over the past fortnight 
as I have logged on and opened my personal file and clicked on “Susan Browning Eulogy”, I have found myself 
consumed with grief. I am in absolutely no doubt that I am not alone with these emotions. The halcyon days of 
Kalgoorlie will forever elicit treasured memories of my friendship with Susan, as will the decades that succeeded 
those times. I particularly remember one especially memorable occasion. It was Friday, 11 March 1977. We had 
just commenced the next chapter of our post-Kalgoorlie lives. It was our second week at UWA and St Columba. 
Life was good, life was exciting, life was deliciously unpredictable. My parents took Susan and me to our first 
ever concert. They picked us up from St Columba and we had dinner at Uncle Dominic’s in Northbridge. We then 
went to the Entertainment Centre to watch ABBA—an extraordinary experience in all respects. My folks then 
dropped us back at St Columba and we literally sprinted to the uni tavern, where we got absolutely smashed—it 
was the best night ever. 
Suffice to say, almost without warning, those colourful uni days passed and we were swept into the big wide world 
in which we had to make decisions about our destiny. While our lives diverted for the decades to come, we never lost 
touch, and on each and every occasion that we subsequently caught up, it was as though we had never been away. 
After Susan returned from Tasmania to retire following a distinguished career with the ABC in Perth and Hobart, 
Susan, Cally and I made the conscious decision to resurrect the good old days. Of course, we had aged considerably; 
however, our spirits remained intact. We were much more mature and refined, thus we established our “pasta and 
piss” nights. I absolutely adored those nights, not purely because they gave us an opportunity to reflect and reminisce 
of days gone by, particularly the Kal and uni days, and our current escapades, and not because they gave us an 
opportunity to engage in hours of meaningful political debate, with Cally on the far left, me on the centre right and 
Susan always at her brilliant pragmatic and compassionate best. More importantly, they provided each of us with 
an opportunity to reveal our true souls with trusted friends—not merely our experiences, but also our vulnerabilities. 
I am very grateful to Susan that she genuinely used those occasions to make me feel so valued as a friend. After 
literally decades of friendship, she felt completely and absolutely secure in the knowledge that we could talk about 
everything, including her constant struggles. We would laugh, cry, hug and talk for hours. Those times were so 
very special. I am really going to miss those nights, mate. 
I have no doubt that my story will be replicated by hundreds, those who are here today and many beyond, with stories 
of humour, gratitude and admiration. In isolation, they will not purely be stories of what Susan means to each and 
every one of us. They will represent a truly remarkable woman. They will construct a rich tapestry of everything 
that Susan represented. Although I wish in vain that Susan acknowledged these strengths, it does not and should 
not diminish who she was—the sincere Susan, the intelligent Susan, the articulate Susan, the mischievous Susan, 
the compassionate Susan and so much more. 
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Susan fought and she fought and she fought until she could fight no more, and now she is at peace. As difficult 
and heart-wrenching as it is for us to accept, she really is at peace. We are all feeling melancholy today, so very sad 
that our Susan has gone and yet so very grateful to have had such a wonderful woman in our lives. From the bottom 
of my heart, personally and on behalf of all your family and friends, particularly from those from the early years 
of your life, Susan, you were absolutely magnificent, mate. Thank you. 
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